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I. Introduction

10

In Phase I of this investigation into qualifying facility (QF) contracting and pricing, Staff

11

of the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Staff) recommended that the Commission modify

12

the methodology for calculating standard non-renewable and renewable avoided cost prices

13

offered during resource deficiency periods so that the prices reflect the inherently different

14

contributions to meeting peak load of different QF resource types, For standard renewable

15

avoided cost prices, Staff recommended a capacity contribution adder based on the QF resource

16

type's contribution to meeting the utility's peak load. The Commission adopted Staff's

17

recommendation in Order No. 14-058.'

18

Staff now recommends that the Commission revise the methodology for determining the

19

capacity contribution adder for solar QFs selecting standard renewable avoided cost prices ("the

20

Current Method") because it does not do what was intended.2 Under the Current Method

21

adopted in Order No. 14-058, solar QFs do not receive compensation for capacity provided

22

during on-peak hours in the utility's deficiency period that is commensurate with the value of

23

that capacity. Instead, solar QFs receive a lesser amount that is not correlated to the value of

24
25

Order No, 14-058 at 2, 15.
Staff also recommends that the Commission modify the methodology for determining avoided
capacity prices for standard non-renewable rates, However, this recommendation will be
presented in Phase II testimony currently due in February 2015,

2

26
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I their contribution to the utility's peak load (hereinafter referred to as "contribution to peak" or
2 "CTP").
3

The flaw in the Current Method with respect to solar QFs is that the determination of the

4 capacity costs that are avoided is based on the operating characteristics of a solar resource, but
5 the design of the rate, used to pay those costs to QFs is not.3 Instead, the avoided capacity costs
6 are spread evenly across all on-peak hours with a volumetric megawatt-per-hour (MWh) rate
7 (price) based on the characteristics — specifically, the on-peak capacity factor (CF) — of a
8 Combined Cycle Combustion Turbine (CCCT).4 Staff recommends that the Commission modify
9 the Current Method for determining the capacity contribution adder for solar QFs so that both the
10 amount of avoided capacity costs and the volumetric rate are based on the characteristics of a
11

solar resource.5

12

The flaw in the Current Method does not affect avoided capacity payments to wind

13 resources selecting standard renewable avoided cost rates because these QFs are the same type of
14 resource as the avoided proxy resource and therefore, no adjustment to avoided capacity
15 payments is made, This flaw does not affect avoided capacity payments to baseload renewable
16 resources selecting standard renewable avoided cost rates because their generating characteristics
17 are essentially the same as a CCCT.
18 II. Argument
19
20
21

A.

The Commission's traditional rate design for avoided cost prices is based on the
characteristics of a CCCT.
In Oregon, the calculation of standard avoided cost prices has long been differentiated by

22 the utility's resource position.6 For periods when the utility is forecasted to be resource
23
24

3 Staff/300, Andrus/7.

25

4 See Staff/400, Andrus/4. See also PaciflCorp/600, Duvall/2.

26

5 Staff/400, Andrus/8-9.
6 See Order No. 05-584 at 24.
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1 deficient, avoided cost prices include both the variable and fixed costs of a planned resource in
2 order to reflect the actual deferral or avoidance of that resource. In periods of resource
3 sufficiency, avoided costs do not include fixed costs of avoided resources.7
4

To determine this fixed cost (capacity) portion of standard avoided cost prices, Portland

5 General Electric Company (PGE) and PacifiCorp convert the fixed costs for the capacity of a
6 proxy combined cycle combustion turbine (CCCT) to a dollar-per-megawatt hour (MWh) rate
7 based on the on-peak capacity factor (CF) of the CCCT. To determine the fixed costs of a CCCT
8 that are for capacity, utilities use estimates of the fixed costs of a pure capacity resource, a
9 single-cycle combustion turbine (SCCT)),8
10

After determining the amount of avoided capacity costs of a CCCT, the first step in

11 designing the volumetric rate is to determine the number of hours that should be used to "spread"
12 the costs. The utilities spread the avoided costs to a subset of on-peak hours, rather than all on13 peak hours, because the proxy CCCT is not expected to be available in all on-peak hours.
14 Accordingly, the utilities spread the avoided costs to the number of on-peak hours the proxy
15 CCCT is expected to be available.
16

The utilities determine the appropriate number of hours to spread the avoided costs by

17 multiplying the number of on-peak hours in a year by the on-peak CF of the proxy CCCT.9 On18 peak hours are defined by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) as 6:00
19 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday, except certain holidays.10 Approximately 57
20
21

7 See Order No. 05-584 at 26.

8 See Order No. 05-584 at 26. This method was used for standard non-renewable avoided cost
prices, which were the only standard avoided cost prices authorized until Order No, 11-505. In
23 Order No. 11-505, the Commission authorized standard renewable avoided cost prices based on
the next avoidable renewable resource in the utilities' IRPs. The utilities' compliance filings
24 with standard renewable rates never became effective, however. In Order No. 14-058, the
Commission authorized capacity contribution adjustments to standard non-renewable avoided
25 cost prices obtained from the traditional method for determining avoided capacity costs.
9 Staff/400, Andrus/4.
26
10 Staff/300, Andrus/8.
22
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1 percent of the hours in a year are "on-peak" hours. 11 The exact number of annual on-peak hours
2 varies slightly by year, depending on whether designated holidays fall on Sunday when there are
3 already no peak hours and other factors. For purposes of this testimony, Staff will assume there
4 are 4993 on-peak hours in a year.
5

The CF of a resource is the ratio of the MWh generated over a designated period of time

6 to the product of the capacity of the resource and the number of hours in the designated period of
7 time (e.g., 8,760 hours for an annual CF, 24 hours for a daily CF, etc.). The on-peak CF is the
8 ratio of the MWh generated in the on-peak hours of a designated period to the product of the
9 capacity of the resource and the number of on-peak hours in the designated period.
10 There is more than one algebraic formula to determine the CF and on-peak CF of a generation
11 resource. The determination of the proxy CCCT's on-peak CF is based on inputs from the
12

utilities' IRPs.

13

Staff used 91.8 percent as the on-peak CF for the proxy CCCT in the example equations

14 in its testimony. 12 Assuming the proxy CCCT has an on-peak CF of 91.8 percent and assuming
15 there are 4993 on-peak hours in the year, the equation to determine the number of hours to use to
16 spread the capacity costs of the proxy CCCT looks like this: 13
17
91.8% x 4993 = 4586

18

[on-peak CF of CCCT x annual on-peak hours CCCT adjusted on-peak hours]

19

Once the capacity costs of the CCCT and the CCCT adjusted on-peak hours are

20
21
22

determined, the utilities then determine the volumetric rate (price) for capacity by dividing the
total annual capacity costs of the CCCT per MW by the number of CCCT adjusted on-peak

23
24

11 See PAC/600, Duvall/2 ("On-peak hours are defined as 6 AM to 10 PM Monday through
Saturday, excluding holidays, or 57 percent of hours in a year,")

25 12 Staff/400, Andrus/8-9. The on-peak CF for the proxy resources used to calculate the adder
26 would be based on inputs from the utilities' IRPs. (Staff/300, Andrus/13.)
13
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1 hours, Using $140,320 as the estimated annual capacity costs of the proxy CCCT14 and the
2 CCCT adjusted on-peak hours from the equation above, the equation to determine the volumetric
3 rate (price) is as follows:
4

$140,320 ÷ 4586 hours = $30.61 per hour

5

[annual capacity costs of CCCT CCCT adjusted on-peak hours = MWh price]

6

Under the traditional method, the MWh price for capacity obtained from this calculation,

7 $30,61, is added to the on-peak energy price for all on-peak hours.
8

The discussion above shows that the design of the traditional volumetric rate for avoided

9 capacity is specific to the operating characteristics of a CCCT. The utilities use the capacity
10 costs of a CCCT to determine their annual avoided capacity costs and use the on-peak CF of the
11 CCCT to determine the subset of on-peak hours to use to spread the CCCT's capacity costs. This
12 means that when the utilities create the volumetric rate, they base the rate on the assumption the
13 proxy resource will not be available to operate in all on-peak hours (e.g. because of scheduled
14 maintenance, etc.). In other words, the rate is designed to recover 100 percent of the capacity
15 costs of the CCCT in less than 100 percent of the on-peak hours.
16

If the utilities based the volumetric rate on the total number of annual on-peak hours,

17 rather than a subset during which the resource is expected to be available, the rate could not as a
18 practical matter flow through 100 percent of the capacity costs because resources generally are
19 not available 100 percent of the time.
20

B.

21

Staff's Proposed Method is based on the characteristics of a solar resource.
Staff's Proposed Method for determining the capacity contribution adder for solar QFs

22 selecting standard renewable avoided cost prices uses the same rate design methodology used to
23 design the traditional avoided cost price for capacity described above. But, Staff's Proposed
24 Method uses the operating characteristics of a proxy solar resource to determine the incremental
25 amount of capacity costs that are avoided and how those costs should be spread.
26
14

Staff used this amount in its example equations in its testimony. (Staff/400, Andrus/8-9.)
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1

As with the Current Method, Staff's Proposed Method for the capacity contribution adder

2 for solar QFs selecting standard renewable avoided cost prices is based on a proxy solar
3 resource's incremental contribution to peak (CTP), relative to the avoided proxy renewable
4 resource in the utility's IRP,15 As PacifiCorp states in its testimony, the CTP "of a generating
5 resource takes into account the time of the generation and how it contributes to system
6 reliability."16 There are multiple ways to determine the CTP of a resource, including the
7 "Exceedance Method" and the Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) Method. 17 Staff
8 does not have a recommendation for a specific method to determine the CTP of a proxy solar
9 resource. Instead, Staff has recommended using inputs from the utilities' IRPs, 18 The inputs for
10 CTPs would be subject to review in the same manner as other inputs.
11

The proxy solar resource's incremental CTP represents the amount of additional capacity

12 the solar resource would provide over the proxy wind farm. It is determined by subtracting the
13

CTP of the proxy renewable resource in the utility's IRP from the CTP of the proxy solar

14

resource.

15

The proxy solar resource PacifiCorp used to determine the CTP for its Phase I

16 compliance filing has a CTP of 13.6 percent.I9 The proxy wind resource that is the basis of
17 PacifiCorp's standard renewable avoided cost calculations has a CTP of 4.2 percent. Using these
18 inputs, the equation to determine the solar resource's incremental CTP looks like this:
19

13.6% - 4.2% = 9.4%

20

[solar proxy CTP — renewable resource proxy CTP = incremental solar CTP]

21
15 Aside from the capacity contribution adder, standard renewable avoided cost prices are based
on the costs of the next avoidable renewable resource in the utility's IRP, which is currently a
23 wind resource for both PGE and PacifiCorp.
22

16

PAC/600, Duvall/4. See also Idaho Power/600, Youngblood/7 ("[CTP] is a measure of how
24 much capacity a resource is provided on-peak when the Company needs it most.")
25
26

I7

See Obsidian/300, Brown/11.

18

Staff/300, Andrus/13.

19

See Obsidian/300, Brown/11,
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1
Once the incremental solar CTP is determined, the next step is to determine the

2

3 incremental capacity costs that the solar resource allows the utility to avoid, over the avoided
4 capacity costs for the proxy renewable resource, The incremental avoided capacity costs are
5 determined by multiplying the incremental solar CTP by the annual CCCT capacity costs. Using
6 the same annual CCCT capacity costs used in the examples above and 9.4 percent as the
7 incremental solar CTP, the equation is as follows:
8

$140,320 x 9.4% = $13,190

9

[CCCT capacity cost x incremental solar CTP = incremental solar capacity costj2°

10

Next, the number of hours over which the incremental capacity costs will be spread is

11 determined as it was in the traditional method, except using the on-peak CF of the solar proxy
12 rather than the on-peak CF of the proxy CCCT. Under Staff's Proposed Method, the on-peak
13 CF of the proxy solar resource is based on inputs from the utilities' IRPs, and subject to review
14 as are other inputs to avoided cost prices.21
15

For purposes of this brief, Staff will assume the on-peak CF of the proxy solar resource is

16 27.5 percent.22 Using this input and 4993 as the number of annual on-peak hours, the equation to
17 determine the number of hours to which to spread the incremental avoided capacity costs of the
18 proxy solar resource is as follows:
19

27.5% x 4993 hours = 1373 hours23

20

[on-peak CF of solar resource x annual on-peak hours = solar adjusted on-peak hours]

21

Once the incremental amount of avoided capacity costs and the appropriate adjustment to

22 on-peak hours are determined, the volumetric rate for the capacity contribution adder is
23
24

20

25

21 Staff/400, Andrus/13.

26

Staff/400, Andrus/8-9.

22

This is the percentage used in examples in Staff testimony. (Staff/400, Andrus/9.)

23

Staff/400, Andrus/9.
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1 determined by dividing the incremental avoided capacity costs for the proxy solar resource by
2 the number of solar adjusted on-peak hours. This volumetric rate shows how much should be
3 charged during on-peak hours so that a solar Qv operating consistently with the CF of proxy
4 solar resource could recover the value of its capacity contribution. Using $13,190 as the
5 incremental amount of avoided capacity costs for the solar proxy resource and 1353 as the
6 number of solar adjusted on-peak hours, the equation to determine the volumetric rate for the
7 capacity contribution adder for a solar QF is as follows:
8

$13,190 =1353 hours = $9.60 per MWh24

9

[incremental capacity costs for solar QF ÷ solar adjusted on-peak hours = MWh price]

10

As with the traditional method, the price per MWh for the solar QF capacity contribution

11 adder is added to the avoided cost price for energy and paid to solar QFs for generation during
12 on-peak hours.
13

Under Staff's Proposed Method, the incremental avoided capacity costs for a proxy solar

14 resource are spread to a subset of hours so that the rate is designed to recover 100 percent of the
15 incremental capacity costs in less than 100 percent of the on-peak hours, as is done in the
16 /1/
17

N

18 ///
19 ///
20 ///
21 /1/
22 /1/
23 ///
24 ///
25 ///
26
24

Staff/400, Andrus/9.
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1 traditional method. The following table shows the similarity of the two methods with a side-by2 side comparison of the calculations in each:
3 Table 1: Calculation of Avoided Capacity Costs
4

Calculations to determine:

Traditional Method

Staff Proposed Method

5

Avoided capacity costs

Fixed costs of SCCT

Fixed costs of SCCT x
incremental CTP of solar
resource

8

Hours over which to spread
avoided capacity costs
(Adjusted Hours)

On-peak CF of proxy CCCT x
annual # of on-peak hours

On-peak CF of proxy solar
resource x annual # of on-peak
hours

9

MWh price

Avoided capacity costs of
CCCT ± CCCT Adjusted
Hours

Incremental avoided capacity
costs for solar resource ±
Solar Adjusted Hours

Hours to which MWh price
for capacity applies

All on-peak hours

All on-peak hours

6
7

10
11
12
13
14 III.

Staff's Proposed Method does not pay solar QFs for capacity they do not provide.

15

The three utilities assert that Staff's Proposed Method is a departure from the

16 Commission's long-standing policy of basing avoided cost prices on the characteristics of the
17 proxy resource and that Staff's Proposed Method would result in paying solar QFs for capacity
18 they do not provide.25 Using characteristics of the QF resource type rather than those of the
19 avoided proxy resource is a departure from the Commission's traditional avoided cost
20 methodology, but one the Commission authorized in Order No. 14-058. And, as discussed
21 below, Staffs Proposed Method does not result in paying solar QFs for capacity they do not
22 provide.
23 ///
24 11/
25

111

26
25

See e.g., PAC/700, Duvall/2, PGE/500, Macfarlane/4, Idaho Power/600, Youngblood/14-16.
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1

A.

2

Basing avoided cost prices on characteristics of the QF is authorized by the
Commission and is consistent with PURPA.

3

In Phase I, Staff proposed that the Commission depart from precedent and consider the

4
5
6
7
8

capacity value that different QF resources bring to the utilities' systems when setting avoided
cost prices. As the utilities point out in their testimony, the Commission's traditional method is
based strictly on costs of the proxy resource, The point of Staffs Phase I recommendation was
to more accurately match the utility's avoided cost prices to the value of each resource type's
contribution to meeting the utility's peak load.
As explained above, Staff's Phase I proposal (now the "Current Method") for calculating

9
10
11
12
13
14

the capacity contribution adder for solar QFs is flawed because the rate design used to determine
the price for the incremental avoided capacity provided by the solar QF is still based on the
characteristics of a CCCT. This flaw is addressed with Staff's Proposed Method in which both
the incremental amount of avoided capacity costs attributable to a solar QF and the design of the
rate to pay solar QFs are based on the characteristics of a proxy solar resource.26
Although the Current Method is a departure from the Commission's previous avoided

15
16
17
18

cost methodology, it is consistent with the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) and
implementing regulations. Under 49 C.F,R. § 292.304, standard avoided cost prices can vary by
resource type.
In its order adopting rules to implement PURPA, FERC noted that characteristics of the

19
20

QF may impact standard avoided cost rates:

21
[49 C.F.R. §292.304(3)(vi)] provides that rates for purchase shall take into
account "the individual and aggregate value of energy and capacity from
qualifying facilities on the electric utility's system , ." * * * To the extent that

22
23
24
25

Staff does not, as PGE asserts, recommend a capacity adder rate that is specific to each solar
QF. See PGE/500, Macfarlane/3-4. The inputs for the capacity contribution adder are based on
inputs from a proxy solar resource in the utility's 1RP.
26

26
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this aggregate capacity value can be reasonably estimated, it must be reflected in
standard rates for purchases.27

1
2
3

In the same order, FERC used contributions to meeting peak summer loads by solar QFs
as an example of when a state may incorporate the value of the generation from the QF

4

into avoided cost rates.

5

10

Some technologies, such as photovoltaic cells, although subject to some
uncertainty in power output, have the general advantage of providing their
maximum power coincident with the system peak when used on a summer
peaking system. The value of such power is greater to the utility than power
delivered during off-peak periods. Since the need for capacity is based, in part,
on system peaks, the qualifying facility's coincidence with the system peak
should be reflected in the allowance of some capacity value and an energy
component that reflects the avoided energy costs at the time of the peak.28

11

Staff's Proposed Method is consistent with FERC' s observations regarding the potential

6
7
8
9

12

value of capacity provided by solar QFs during on-peak hours. As Idaho Power notes in its

13

testimony, "[c]apacity contribution is a measure of how much capacity of a resource is provided

14

on-peak, when the Company needs it the most.',29 Staff's Proposed Method for calculating the

15

capacity contribution adder for solar QFs allows solar QFs to receive capacity payments that are

16

commensurate with the value of their contributions to meeting the utility's peak load.

17

B.

18

Solar QFs will not be paid for capacity they do not provide under Staff's
Proposed Method.

The utilities are incorrect that Staff's Proposed Method would result in utilities paying

19
20

solar QFs more than the utilities' avoided capacity costs,30 Staff's testimony includes examples

21

of what a solar QF resource could expect to be paid for capacity under the avoided cost price

22
23
24
25
26

27 Final Rule Regarding the Implementation of Section 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
of 1978, Order No. 69, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 30,128 (45 Fed. Reg. 12,214, 12,224) (Feb. 25,
1980).

28 Id., 45 Fed. Reg. at 12225.
29

Idaho Power/600, Youngblood/7. See also PacifiCorp/600, Duvall/4.

30

Pac/600, Duvall/8.
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I method used prior to adoption of standard renewable avoided cost prices in Order No. 11-505
2 ("the Previous Method),31 the Current Method (adopted in Order No. 14-058), and Staff s
3 Proposed Method, when the CTP for solar resources in the utility's Integrated Resource Plan is
4 13.6 percent, the CTP for the proxy wind resource is 4.2 percent, the on-peak capacity factor of
5 the proxy CCCT is 91.8 percent, and the utility's estimated avoided annual capacity costs are
6 approximately $140,000 per MW.
7

Under the Previous Method, a solar QF could receive a percentage of the total avoidable

8 capacity costs roughly equal to that QF's capacity factor. Assuming the individual QF resource
9 had a capacity factor of 27.5 percent, the solar QF could expect capacity payments equal to
10 approximately 30 percent of the fixed costs of a SCCT, $42,000 per year per MW.32
11

Under the Current Method, a solar QF could receive just under $4,000 annually for

12 capacity — less than three percent of the utility's estimated costs for capacity.33
13

Finally, under Staff's Proposed Method, when the solar QF proxy has an incremental

14 CTP of 9.4 percent, the solar QF could expect to receive an adder to its on-peak rate that is
15 roughly equal to 9.4 percent of the avoided capacity costs of the CCCT.34
16

These comparisons show that the utilities' assertion that Staff's Proposed Method would

17 result in payments for costs that are not avoided is incorrect. The proxy solar resource in
18 PacifiCorp's IRP is forecasted to provide PacifiCorp approximately 13.6 percent of the capacity
19 a CCCT could provide over the course of a year. Of that 13.6 percent, 9.4 percent is incremental
20 to the forecasted capacity provided by the proxy wind resource that is the.basis for PacifiCorp's
21 standard renewable avoided cost prices. Under Staffs Proposed Method, a solar QF could
22 receive added capacity payments roughly equal to 9,4 percent of the capacity costs, of the CCCT.
23
31 This investigation interrupted the review of the utilities' filings submitted in compliance with
24 Order No. 11-505, and so the methodology adopted in that order has never become effective.

25
26

32 Staff/400, Andrus/5,
33 Staff/400, Andrus/5.
3

4 Staff/400, Andrus/5.
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Contrary to PacifiCorp's assertion, the Staff Proposed Method does not guarantee that a
21.

solar QF will receive a "set dollar amount for capacity over the course of the year regardless of

3

how many hours it generates during on-peak hours."35 How much a solar QF actually receives

4

will depend on the number of on-peak MW hours it generates.

5

IV.

6
7

Conclusion.
Staff recommends that the Commission adopt Staff's Proposed Method for calculating

the capacity contribution adder for solar QFs selecting standard renewable avoided cost prices.

8

t ek‘
l
DATED this 1% day of December 2014.

9
10

Respectfully submitted,

11

ELLEN F. ROSENBLUM
Attorney General

12
13
Stepha S. Andrus, #92512
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Of Attorneys for Staff of the Public Utility
Commission of Oregon

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
35

PAC/700, Duvall/2.
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j ames@utilityadvocates,org

W
ANNALA, CAREY, BAKER, ET AL.,
PC
WILL K CAREY
PO BOX 325
HOOD RIVER OR 97031
wcarey@gorge.net

ONE ENERGY RENEWABLES
BILL EDDIE (C)
206 NE 28TH AVE., STE 202
PORTLAND OR 97232
bill@oneenergyrenewables.com

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY
J RICHARD GEORGE (C)
121 SW SALMON ST 1WTC1301
PORTLAND OR 97204
richard.george@pgn.com

625 MARION ST NE
SALEM OR 97301-3737
kacia,brockman@state.or.us

PACIFIC POWER
R. BRYCE DALLEY (C)
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 2000
PORTLAND OR 97232
btyce.dalley@pacificorp,com

W
LOYD FERY FARMS LLC
LOYD FERY
11022 RAINWATER LANE SE
AUMSVILLE OR 97325
dlchain@wvi.com

W
OBSIDIAN RENEWABLES, LLC
TODD GREGORY
5 CENTERPOINTE DR, STE 590
LAKE OSWEGO OR 97035
tgregory@obsidianrenewables.eom
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DAVID BROWN
5 CENTER_F'OTNT DR, STE 590
LAKE OSWEGO OR 97035
dbrown@obsidianfinance.com

W
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
MEGAN DECKER (C)
421 SW 6TH AVE #1125
PORTLAND OR 97204-1629
megan@renewablenw.org

W
*OREGON DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
RENEE M FRANCE (C)
NATURAL RESOURCES SECTION
1162 COURT ST NE
SALEM OR 97301-4096
renee.m.france@doj,state.or.us

W
EXELON WIND LLC
JOHN HARVEY (C)

4601 WESTOWN PARKWAY, sTF., 300
WEST DES MOINES IA 50266
john,harvey@exeloneorp.com

W

W

CLEANTECH LAW PARTNERS PC
DIANE HENKELS (C)
6228 SW 11000
PORTLAND OR 97239
dhenkeis@cleantechlawpartners.com

IDAHO POWER COMPANY
JULIA HILTON (C)
PO BOX 70
BOISE ID 83707-0070
Thilton@idahopower.corn

CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD OF
OREGON
ROBERT JENKS (C)
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 400
PORTLAND OR 97205
bob@oregoneub.org

W

W

LOVINGER KAUFMANN LLP
KENNETH KAUFMANN (C)
.825 NE MULTNOMAH, STE 925
PORTLAND OR 97232-2150
kaufmannglklaw.com

*OREGON DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY
MATT KRUMENAUER (C)
625 MARION ST NE,
SALEM OR 97301
matt.krumenauer@state,or,us

STOLL BERNE
DAVID A LOKTING
209 SW OAK STREET, STE 500
PORTLAND OR 97204
dlokting@stollberne,com

W

W
LOVINGER KAUFMANN LLP
JEFFREY S LOVINGER (C)
825 NE MULTNOMAH, STE 925
PORTLAND OR 97232-2150
lovinger@lklaw.com

W

CABLE HUSTON BENEDICT
HAAGENSEN & LLOYD LLP
RICHARD LORENZ (C)
1001 SW FIFTH AVE., STE 2000
PORTLAND OR 97204-1136
rloreta@cablehuston.com
W
ASSOCIATION OF OR COUNTIES
MIKE MCARTHUR
PO BOX 12729
SALEM OR 97309
mmcarthur@aocweb.org

OREGONIANS FOR RENEWABLE
ENERGY POLICY
KATHLEEN NEWMAN
1553 NE GREENSWORD DR
I II LLSBORO OR 97214
k.a.newman@frontier.com

RENEWABLE ENERGY
COALITION
JOHN LOWE
12050 SW TREMONT ST
PORTLAND OR 97225-5430
jravenesanmarcos@yahoo.com

W
CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD OF
OREGON
G. CATRIONA MCCRACKEN (C)
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 400
PORTLAND OR 97205
catriona@oregoncub.org
MARK PETE PENGILLY
PO BOX 10221
PORTLAND OR 97296
mpengilly@gmail.com

TI LOMAS H NELSON (C)
PO BOX 1211
WELCHES OR 97067-12 H
nelson@thnelson.com

DAVISON VAN CLEVE, PC
TYLER C PEPPLE (C)
333 SW TAYLOR, STE 400
PORTLAND OR 97204
tepgthelaw.com

W

W

W

MCDOWELL RACKNER &
GIBSON PC
LISA F RACKNER (C)
419 SW 11TH AVE., STE 400
PORTLAND OR 97205
docketsgmed- I aw. corn

RICHARDSON ADAMS, PLLC
PETER I RICHARDSON (C)
PO BOX 7218
BOISE ID 83707
petergrichardsonadams.com

ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON
THAD ROTH
421 SW OAK, STE 300
PORTLAND OR 97204
thad.roth@energytrust org

W
CABLE HUSTON BENEDICT
HAAGENSEN & LLOYD LLP
CHAD M STOKES
1001 SW 5m, STE 2000
PORTLAND OR 97204-1136
cstokesgcablehuston.com

W

CREA
BRIAN SKEAHAN
PMB 409
18160 COTTONWOOD RD
SUNRIVER OR 97707
brian.skeahan@yahoo.com

W

W

W

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
JAY TINKER (C)
121 SW SALMON ST 1WTC-0702
PORTLAND OR 97204 .
pge.opue.filings@pgmcom

CITY OF PORTLAND - PLANNING
& SUSTA INABILITY
DAVID TOOZE
1900 SW 4m STE 7100
PORTLAND OR 97201
david,tooze@portlandoregon.gov

DAVISON VAN CLEVE PC
S BRADLEY VAN CLEVE (C)
333 SW TAYLOR, STE 400
PORTLAND OR 97204
bvc@dyclaw.com
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PACIFIC POWER
DUSTIN T TILL (C)
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 1800
PORTLAND OR 97232
dustin.till@pacificorp.com

(C)=Confidential
ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON
JOHN M VOLKMAN
424 SW OAK ST #300
•
PORTLAND OR 97204
john.volkmangenergytrustorg

IDAHO POWER COMPANY
DONOVAN E WALKER (C)
PO BOX 70
BOISE ID 83707-0070
dwalker@idahopower.eom
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